Further with the implementation of Real Time market, it will be our endeavour to ensure that the
situation of any mismatch can be mitigated using the said mechanism.
2) It is humbly submitted that the proposal for construction of a second 220KV D/C line from the
proposed Raghunathpur 400/220KV substation or any nearby substation of WBSETCL to J K Nagar
substation for release of further 250 MVA power was shelved long ago. However, IPCL has applied
before WBSETCL for enhancement of drawl capacity from 130 MVA to 180 MVA through J K Nagar
220 KV line.
a. It is hereby confirmed that the existing capacity at 220 KV J K Nagar substation is
sufficient for drawl of 100 MW Hybrid power on long-term basis.
b. STU has recently granted NOC for LTOA subject to the condition that IPCL shall enter into
LTOA agreement with STU after grant of LTOA to the Hybrid Power Developer (HPD) by
CTU. A copy of the NOC granted by STU is placed before the Hon’ble Commission as
Annexure-B.
3) It is humbly submitted that the proportion of solar and wind capacity in the aforesaid 100 MW
Hybrid power quantum is 75 % Solar and 25% Wind in terms of project capacity in terms of MW. As
per clause 2.9.2 of PSA between IPCL & SECI, the SECI shall provide a certificate identifying the
quantum of energy supplied by SECI within 30 days after the end of each year. As per PPA, we are
obligated to offtake minimum 259 MU per annum and upto 389 MU per annum. As per the PSA
minimum of around 259 MUs of hybrid energy per annum will be available to IPCL. Based on the
projection from HPD, this shall translate into MU contribution of 77% from Solar and 23% from
Wind, which shall be sufficient to meet our Solar RPO as well as Total RPO (including Solar) target for
the initial ensuing years upon commencement of supply based on the load projection and target
specified in the current RE regulation of the Hon’ble Commission. However, the above RPO
fulfilment status may undergo change based on whenever the fresh RPO targets are notified by the
Hon’ble Commission.
We hope, we have been able to provide the clarification suitably. In case of any further clarification
required, we are ready to provide the same.
Thanking You.
Yours Sincerely
For India Power Corporation Limited

Karn Pallav
General Manager (Regulatory Affairs)
Encl.: As above
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Annexure-A

1. Typical Generation Profile of a 300 MW solar-wind Hybrid RE plant

Source : HPD projection

2. Typical Load Drawal Pattern of IPCL at J K Nagar 220KV in a day
Typical Load Drawl Pattern at J K Nagar 220kV in a day
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Source : Drawl data for 19.01.2020

Annexure-B

